
ROTATING MOON FLOATING LAMP
Prendeluz S.L.

Precio: 63,95€
Floating lamp simulating the moon
3D technology: the moon has a very realistic effect
This lamp is a suspension lamp with automatic 360º
rotation.
Energy saving: Battery consumption is extremely low
compared to common lamps.
Decorate and illuminate: The levitating moon-shaped
lamp is a great decorative element for the room.Otras características

Descripción del producto
Floating lamp that simulates the moon: Impressive magnetic lamp in the shape of the moon that uses the
magnetic floating technique providing a very aesthetic and novel visual touch. This lamp is of suspension
and automatic 360º rotation. It does not need to make direct contact. 3D Technology: The moon has a
very realistic effect as it is printed in 3D to reproduce the details of the surface and its texture. In addition,
the moon is related to good energies and divinity. Energy saving: The battery consumption is extremely
low compared to common lamps. It also has an on/off touch button for ease of use. Operation: The way it
works is through electromagnetic induction without the need to use an extra battery. It is like transmitting
power wirelessly. By plugging the lamp base it will already be in operation. The next step is to wedge the
center of the magnet with the center of the moon and gently center it until it is suspended on its own
without the need to hold it. Decorate and illuminate: The levitating moon-shaped lamp is a great
decorative element for the room. In addition, you can choose from a variety of colors available to keep the
one you like and vary. It is a lamp to be admired and will shine both day and night. In full darkness it will
be a very striking visual piece, harmonizing, and to give a special touch of light to the moment. 

Rotating moon floating lamp
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